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Chapter 327 - Turning off the phone
After hearing Xue Yu Ning's words, Jiang Hao couldn't help but frown, thinking that this was 80% by Xue Yu Ning, looking
at the note and cash left by Xu Qing Qing, it was estimated that she had left with Feng Ping Ping.
Jiang Hao hurriedly asked, "Yu Ning do you know where Feng Pingping usually takes people?"
Xue Yuning shook her head slightly, Feng Pingping was always careful whenever she did such things, how dare she make a
big show of it.
She had already been dealt with by the school once, so she would definitely be doubly careful this time.
Xue Yu Ning thought for a while, but still couldn't remember, and her whole body became even more anxious.
Jiang Hao also sighed, the trail seemed to be broken again when things came to this point.
"How about we call the police!" Xue Yu Ning said helplessly, "Let them investigate where exactly Xiao Qing has gone."
Xue Yuning really couldn't think of any better way, and was rather like throwing medicine at a sick person in a hurry.
Only as soon as she said this, it was rejected by Jiang Hao because it was a purely bad idea.
Jiang Hao shook his head repeatedly, "No, not to mention whether we can find her in the end, even if we do, Xiao Qing will
be taken away, and this matter will naturally have a bad impact on her, and if we end up making a big mess, Xiao Qing will
really not be able to see anyone!"
Hearing this, Xue Yuning became desperate and cried, "What should we do then? Jiang Hao, please help Xiao Qing, I don't
want to see anything happen to her."
Jiang Hao paced in place for a few seconds and then suddenly asked, "Yu Ning, have you called Xiao Qing's phone? Can you
get through?"
Xue Yuning nodded, "Yes, I did, but Qing just won't pick up the phone, what can I do?"
Jiang Hao scratched his head, thought about it and suddenly said, "I have a solution, don't worry, I will help you find her
today!"
After saying that, Jiang Hao took out his mobile phone and made a call to Ye Yunjie.
"Hey, Sister Ye, can you use your mobile phone signal to locate someone out for me?" Jiang Hao said directly to the point.

Ye Yunjie smiled slightly, she didn't know what Jiang Hao was up to, she just said, "Yes you can, but it might be a bit of a
problem because I have to ask a few of my friends up there for help, what's wrong Jiang Shao? Is something wrong?"
Jiang Hao sighed and hurriedly said, "Sister Ye, people's lives are at stake, I'm in a hurry to find one of my friends, please!"
Ye Yunjie had no choice, since Jiang Hao said that people's lives were at stake, then perhaps it was really urgent.
"Alright then, give me your mobile number, I'll send you the location back to your phone."
Hearing this, Jiang Hao finally breathed a sigh of relief and hurriedly said, "Then thanks a lot Ke Ye sister, I'll treat you to
dinner later."
"And, good, that can be said, when the time comes, if I want to eat a big meal, do not meat!" Ye Yunjie jokingly said.
Jiang Hao burst into a silly smile, "No problem, you can eat whatever you want!"
Hanging up the phone, Jiang Hao looked at Xue Yu Ning with an excited face, "Alright, it's done, I asked Sister Ye to help
locate Xiao Qing's mobile phone signal source, I guess we'll know where he is in a while."

"Really? That's really great Jiang Hao!" Xue Yuning hugged Jiang Hao excitedly and said, "Thank you so much, if anything
happens to Xiao Qing today"

This hug from Xue Yuning was so sudden that Jiang Hao immediately felt as if his whole body was going to melt from this
hug.
He hurriedly patted Xue Yuning and said comfortingly, "Don't worry it's alright, I think Xiao Qing must be in trouble, but let's
go help her together."
In a short while, Ye Yunjie sent a location message to Jiang Hao using WeChat.
And with her voice, she said, "Jiang Shao, it's the mobile phone signal that was located here, what's going on? Do you need
me to send some people over?"
Other than that, Ye Yunjie was not worried, she was just worried about what Jiang Hao was going to do and whether
something would go wrong.
If something happened to Jiang Hao, her own death would not be enough.
However, Jiang Hao heard what she said and hurriedly replied, "No it's alright Sister Ye, don't worry, I'm just going to find
a friend, don't worry."
After saying that, Jiang Hao hurriedly looked at that positioning that Ye Yunjie had sent to him.
"Yu Ning, this is the place, Tian Hai Hotel!" Jiang Hao pointed at his phone and showed it to Xue Yuning.

"Then let's go quickly Jiang Hao, I'm afraid we'll be late" Xue Yuning had an eager face, she didn't dare to say the words that
followed, but everyone knew what she meant.
Jiang Hao nodded and hurriedly pulled Xue Yuning out of the campus, stopping a taxi at the entrance and heading straight for
the Tianhai Hotel.
At this moment, in a private room at the Tianhai Hotel, Feng Pingping had an unhappy face.
She pointed at Xu Qingqing and said, "I've told you to turn off your phone, are you deaf or stupid? Why don't you turn it off?

Let me tell you, when Brother Qiang comes over later, if you spoil his mood because of this stupid phone, I'll see how I'll fix
you!"
Now that Xu Qingqing was in her hands, she said she could do whatever she wanted to do to her.
Chapter 328. Give Money
Xu Qingqing lowered her head and didn't say anything, in fact, from the way the two had just come, Feng Pingping had tried
to grab her mobile phone more than once, but they were all organized by Xu Qingqing.
In the end Feng Pingping's conditions became a little lower, but also still let her put the phone phone.
Feng Pingping had always been careful when doing such things. She didn't want to turn around and call some people when Xu
Qingqing quit, and then it would be difficult to do it herself.
But Xu Qingqing also had her own considerations, no matter how Feng Pingping managed to ask for her mobile phone, she
did not hand it over, just in case?
If she had a mobile phone at hand, she could at least make a call for help at a critical moment.
But if she handed over her mobile phone, she would really be at the mercy of others.
Xu Qingqing looked at her mobile phone and saw a string of seven or eight missed calls, almost all of which were from Xue
Yuning.
Xu Qingqing thought to herself that perhaps Xue Yuning had switched to another phone when she saw that she was not
answering her calls.
Xu Qingqing could not help but feel a little touched by Xue Yuning in her heart.
It was true that only Xue Yuning would think of herself at such a time.
"Hey, what are you dumbfounded about? Hurry over and sit down!" Feng Pingping nudged Xu Qingqing and gestured for her
to sit in front of the mirror next to her, "Do you know how to put on makeup or not, come over and I'll fix your makeup
again!"

After saying that, Feng Pingping took out her own make-up stuff.
Xu Qingqing was heavily preoccupied, but she still sat over.
As Feng Pingping changed her make-up, she instructed, "In a moment, be obedient to me, do whatever Brother Qiang tells

you to do, don't forget, you've only been given 40,000 yuan now, if you want the remaining 40,000 yuan, be honest and
obedient to me!"
Feng Pingping thought about it and hurriedly continued, "And ah, I warn you, when the time comes, do not talk to Brother
Qiang about other things, just do what you should do, dare to nonsense, do not blame me for being ungracious to you!"

This was something that Feng Pingping had to tell Xu Qingqing, after all, she had pocketed a large sum of money in this
incident, she didn't want Liu Qiang to know about it, otherwise she would have died a miserable death?
Xu Qingqing only nodded slightly, in fact at this time she had long since thought of other things, she now only begged for the
day to pass quickly so that her pain would also pass quickly.
Although it seemed that Xu Qingqing had a calm face at this moment, she was so flustered in her heart that her palm was
almost gouged by her fingernails.
Just then, Feng Pingping's mobile phone suddenly rang, and the caller was no other than Liu Qiang.
"Hey, I'm here, where are you guys?" On the phone, came Liu Qiang's raspy voice.
At this moment, he had gauze stuck to his face, and he was also wearing a long-sleeved outfit on a hot day, which made him
look a bit unconventional.
Only he didn't want to, it wasn't because he had been beaten all over yesterday and was afraid that others would see him, so
he had disguised himself so tightly.
"We're upstairs in our room Brother Qiang, come on up, hehehe"
Liu Qiang gave a hint and walked straight to the front desk.
As soon as the woman at the front desk saw that the person coming was Liu Qiang, she immediately smiled with her eyebrows,
"You're here, young Qiang."
This Tianhai Hotel was actually also an industry under the Liu family, and usually Liu Qiang always had a room here, so
almost everyone in the hotel recognized Liu Qiang.
Liu Qiang gave a muffled sound, and didn't seem to have the slightest interest in this female receptionist's head scratching.
"How much money is left on the books now?" Liu Qiang asked.

The female receptionist smiled and her face suddenly changed slightly, as she already knew what Liu Qiang was trying to do
by asking this question.
"Just seven thousand dollars," the female receptionist said with a frown.
Liu Qiang smiled and his face suddenly went gloomy as he pounded his fist on the marble countertop and yelled lowly, "You
fucking take me for two hundred and fifty, this is a four-star hotel and you're telling me that there's only seven thousand
dollars on the books?"
Liu Qiang's anger immediately frightened the female receptionist, and her whole body shivered as she huddled to the side, not
daring to speak more.
With an irritated look on his face, Liu Qiang continued, "You immediately transfer two hundred thousand dollars from the
account to my card now, don't blame me for being ungracious if a penny is missing!"
"But Mr. Qiang, this is against the company's rules, right? If I transfer the money, I'll have to"
"You what you!" Liu Qiang pointed at the female receptionist and said aggressively, "The company belongs to my family, so
what are you talking about, hurry up and get me the money or get out of my way immediately!"
The female receptionist couldn't do anything about it, who made him the master.
It was not the first time or twice that Liu Qiang came to ask for money, every time he brought a woman over, he would
definitely come to ask for money, but like this time, asking for 200,000 at once, it was quite rare.
Even though Liu Qiang is the son of her boss, she wouldn't dare to transfer money to him without going through the accounts,
right? If that were the case, would she still want to continue working?

